
PRACTICE PAPER 

ENGLISH 

Action Words 

Fill in the correct action words. 

 

  

   

 

  

   

 

 

sleeping, running, skipping, writing, singing, jumping 



PRACTICE PAPER 

ENGLISH 

Action Words 

Q. Encircle and write the action words from the sentences. 

1. Rita plays football every evening.  ________________ 

 

2. Tisha goes to school by bus.  _____________________ 

 

3. I always finish my homework.  ___________________ 

 

4. Peacock looks beautiful.  _______________________ 

 

5. A fireman helps people during a fire.  ______________ 

 

6. We cut vegetables with a knife.  __________________ 

 

7. We eat with a spoon.          _______________________ 

 

8. A star twinkles at night.     _______________________ 

 

9. Lions live in jungle.             _______________________ 

 

10. Nitin paints beautifully.  ____________________  



PRACTICE PAPER 

ENGLISH 

CLASS - I 

Q. Read the naming words. Write them in the correct columns in the table. 

    lock     deer    table   mother      bird    Park 

  hospital      boy Mumbai classroom policeman Teacher 

    bank     snail    pencil     door    doctor   Table 

                         giraffe                                                  Penguin 

 

People Places Animals Things 

    

    

    

    

    

Q. Circle the naming word in the sentences. 

1. We like to go to the zoo. 2. Grandpa is coming for dinner tonight. 

3. That flower is very pretty. 4. My dog loves to go for a walk. 

5. My father works in a hospital.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

    

      

         

  

  

  

  

  

  

     Q. Name few things that you can see in your classroom. 
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CLASS - I 

Q. Underline the naming words in the sentences. 

1. The king rides a horse. 

2. The girl goes to school. 

3. The baker bakes cakes. 

4. The girl plays with her doll. 

5. The doctor went to hospital. 

6. The crow sits on the tree. 

7. The dogs bark. 

Q. Write the names of three more things you like very much. 

Things I like: cake, chocolates, _________________________ 

_______________________  ,   ________________________. 

Q. Write the names of three people you would like to meet: 

sailor, astronaut, __________________, ________________ 

______________________. 

Q. Write the names of three animals you would like to see: 

ostrich, penguin, ___________________ , ________________ 

_________________. 

Q. Circle in each group. 

1. A thing     :             cow             cat             cup            owl 

2. An animal:             Rahul           ball           rat             book 

3. A place     :              cap              car             school      father 

4. A person  :               parrot        pencil        garden    aunt 
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Q. Fill in the blanks with suitable action words from the box. 

make     read     ask     draw     do     watch    take    brush 

 

1. Brush your teeth                       2. ---------------- a noise 

3. ---------------- a picture               4. --------------- a book 

5. --------------- a bath                     6. --------------- a cartoon 

7. --------------- the homework      8. --------------- a question 

Q. Rewrite these words by adding -ed at the end. 

ask ------------------------                     wait -------------------------

watch --------------------                     look --------------------------

show ----------------------                  colour ------------------------

touch ---------------------                    paint ------------------------ 

call -----------------------                     play --------------------------                   


